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If you are a fan of RPG and know the pleasure of playing a large game with many entertaining elements, then you must experience the world of Tarnished. You will be taking on the role of a mighty lord who has inherited the mantle of a long line of Elden Lords. That means you're in
the middle of a political power struggle. The situation is in a flux. The entire world is turning the wheel. In order to survive, you must control your beliefs and emotions, and use your wits to establish your own path of action. The freedom to decide your own fate is at the heart of this
world. The rules of the game are all laid out in front of you. You can travel any direction. You can't go astray. Once you explore the lands, you will gradually discover new items and castles. In addition to the largest detailed maps in a RPG, you will face foes. You can customize your
route to find the most efficient way. What matters in this game is not the breadth of its content. It is the depth of the gameplay. Find happiness in your own actions. Take your success and your happiness for granted. You are building your own legend. Explore the world. Discover
new lands. ABOUT HOXWARE GAMES: Hoxware Games Inc. is a publisher and developer of mobile games. Most of the games we publish have a very strong community, and we strive to make a positive contribution to the mobile game industry. We specialize in games for Android

and iOS. We also publish spin-offs of existing games for other platforms (PC, Switch, etc.). A lot of our focus is to bring a healthy competition to the industry by holding tournament events in our games. You can learn more about us at or follow us on Twitter and Instagram
@hoxwaregames. SEEK THE WORLD BETWEEN REALMS • Collaborative Play At times, you can play alongside your friends. In addition, the game allows anyone to develop their own content by interacting with the game world using tools provided by the game. Everyone can create
their own content freely. We are looking forward to you creating your content. • Large Local and Global Maps The open field is the main map. You can enter various dungeons to explore the world. If you are feeling defeated, you can continue on. The game will always display the

current conditions

Features Key:
Into a world of fantasy.

Experience a story full of surprises.
A variety of open world design to explore.

An exciting RPG battle system that combines movement and attack to cause massive damage.
A huge selection of weapons and armors.
Gorgeous graphics rendered in 3D space.

Create powerful characters, a variety of magic, and more to expand the scope of Tarnished.
A breathtaking visual experience with complete graphics.

What’s the difference between the Alpha and the Beta versions?

Both versions of Tarnished contain 20+ unique Heroes. The game will be further balanced as development progresses and will receive a variety of quality-of-life improvements, such as item improvements, balancing fixes, and fixing customer service faults (such as the rescue quest that
you received in the Beta version, preventing you from entering the Daybreak Castle).

The Launch Plan

January 20, 2018: Ship Ship
January 24, 2018: Release Day of Ship Ship in North America, Europe, and Asia

In Europe and North America, the companies associated with the development of the game will be revealing the game to the public from day 1 with the global release on January 24, 2018. However, as of today the Tarnished launching schedule for the whole world is as follows:

1. January 20, 2018 (Ship day): Announcement
2. January 24, 2018: Global release
3. February 1, 2018 (Jan 24+3): Server scheduled maintenance
4. February 19, 2018 (Jan 23+5): Update to the MVP tools
5. February 24, 2018 (Jan 23+5): Summon the Se 
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- In Japanese RPG-like game, the story is pretty simple : help a little elf girl raise her little sister, and go on field quests together. Combat is pretty much like watching a fighting game, you pick combos to set your enemies on fire or cast buffs. - Story : the journey of the little elf girl is
pretty good at the beginning, but as you go deeper into the story, you find out the truth is just a story, and of course being the antagonist of yourself, and that the dreams of the little elf girl are just a dream. At the end, as the little elf girl goes to awaken, the monsters awaken, it
turns out the world is just the hell. - Battle System : per battle it's pretty much like a JRPG, you attack, block and dodge, there is a small amount of health bar for each character, and the combat is very simple, but fun to watch. - Character : the female protagonist is played by a
Japanese voice actress, which is either a plus or a minus, you can tell the voice actress is Japanese, but she also voices a character that is not a female, and with voice production that is bad, it was hard to understand what she's saying, but for me personally i didn't really care. The
male protagonist is played by a different voice actor and he's ok, no complaints. I liked the voice actresses' seiyuus, i did not care for those of the 2 protagonists. - Quest : the field quest system was probably one of the most disappointing in this game, i just couldn't really care for it,
because it didn't make me feel like i'm actually playing a JRPG, and it was more like getting a time trial. I also didn't like the way they make you go through dozens of unmarked doors to get to the different quests, it just felt like a bad game design choice. The storyboard quests
were good though, i just played those first, and went from there. - The Avatar system is also pretty cool, you can take on different forms to get bonuses, like if you gain a lot of EXP from kills you can transform into a cat, which gives you EXP just from killing things. There are also
other forms that you can unlock, like your wolf form, and what not. - The network feature wasn't really effective, i only saw a couple of friends online, and their status was always changing, bff6bb2d33
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Special Rush Bandits! Online - Ultimate Rush Bandits Arena of Valor - Fortune of Valor Cardfight!! Vanguard - Oracle Think Tank

What's new:

What's Included
■ Full Combat Control System. A control system that gives you full freedom of action and habituates you to each character's attitude. ■ An Epic, Large-Scale Strategy Game
Strategy battle in the Lands Between. ■ Best Licensed Characters and Monsters Players can enjoy the world with characters from various games. ■ Epic Battles With A Variety of
Character Traits Form a team with companions as you enter epic battles, where you must rely on your teammates to survive. ■ Huge Monsters With Powerful Abilities Encounter
huge monsters with powerful abilities. ■ Suit Unique Skills and Shared Skills to Develop a Growling Combat Team Use your companions' skills to develop your own team with
unique skills and shared skills! ■ Special Skills of Lead Characters for Special Dungeons Lead characters offer unique skills for the special dungeons that you enter. ■ Variety of
Customization Features You can tailor-make your character with various weapon types, skills, and more. ■ A Large Library of Various Contents The game comes with a variety of
contents to stimulate your imagination. Visit us on Twitter (Japanese)
Visit us on Facebook
Visit us on Google+
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